WITH GRATITUDE TO:

THE SUPPORTING INSTITUTIONS

Caesarea Foundation, Edmond Benjamin de Rothschild

The Foundation operates towards realizing the House of Rothschild’s vision to develop Caesarea as a unique settlement, as a regional industrial center and as a national tourism center based on the Old City of Caesarea and the splendid coast of Caesarea.

Part of the profits of the Foundation are donated yearly towards the promotion of higher education in Israel, support of cultural institutions and general assistance for the neighboring areas of Caesarea.

The International Fellowship of Christians and Jews (Hakeren L’yedidut, Israel)

In appreciation for their support towards the social-welfare sessions

The International Fellowship of Christians and Jews, based in Jerusalem and Chicago, promotes better understanding and cooperation between Jews and Christians and builds broad support for Israel and other shared concerns. In recent years, the Fellowship has contributed over $80 million toward more than 200 projects helping Jewish immigration, resettlement and social welfare needs in Israel and the Former Soviet Union.
Ministry of Defense

**The American Jewish Committee**
The American Jewish Committee protects the rights and freedoms of Jews the world over; combats bigotry and anti-Semitism and promotes human rights for all; works for the security of Israel and deepened understanding between Americans and Israelis; advocates public policy positions rooted in American democratic values and the perspectives of the Jewish heritage; and enhances the creative vitality of the Jewish people. Founded in 1906, it is the pioneer human-relations agency in the United States.

**The Jewish Agency for Israel**
The Jewish Agency - The Global Jewish Partnership with Israel at its Heart- active in more than 60 countries around the world and throughout Israel, is the world’s major global Jewish partnership organization. Through its three historic mission areas-Aliyah, Rescue and Immigrant Absorption; Israel-Centered Jewish-Zionist Education and Identity; and Partnership with Israel, for Israel- the Jewish Agency works to strengthen the Jewish people wherever they live-helping to secure our Jewish future. The Jewish Agency works in partnership with the world Jewish community through its constituent organizations: the World Zionist Organization, the United Jewish Communities (UJC)-Federations of North America and Keren Hayesod-United Israel Appeal (UIA).

**University of Haifa, National Security Studies Center**
The National Security Studies Center was established, at the University of Haifa, in 2000 in order to promote multidisciplinary study in the field of national security. As such, the center is to serve as a platform for research, publication and public debate for scholars of diverse academic orientation who find a common interest in the many questions posed by the modern perception of national security.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
The Yitzhak Rabin Center for Israel Studies
In appreciation for their support towards the session on National Leadership
The Yitzhak Center for Israel Studies is dedicated to commemorating the legacy of Yitzhak Rabin and to examining the lessons, circumstances and implications of his assassination: To reinforce democratic values; To maintain awareness of the assassination as a formative event in Israeli society, and to counter any attempts to obscure the circumstances that led to it; To commemorate the life and accomplishments of Yitzhak Rabin as soldier and statesman. The Yitzhak Rabin Center actively seeks to achieve these objectives in several spheres, including educational programs, public activism, academic research, commemoration, documentation and museum displays. These activities are geared towards all sectors of Israeli society.

The Abraham Fund Initiatives
In appreciation for their support towards the session on the National Minority Policies
The Abraham Fund Initiatives is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to promoting coexistence between the Jewish and Arab citizens of Israel. Through advocacy and awareness campaigns, and by initiating and sponsoring coexistence projects, The Abraham Fund Initiatives fosters increased dialogue, tolerance and understanding between Arabs and Jews. A pioneer in this work, The Abraham Fund Initiatives serves as a central resource for coexistence professionals worldwide.

European Union-Israel Forum
In appreciation for their support towards the session on the New-Europe and Israel Relations
The European Union-Israel Forum is a framework to promote dialogue, understanding and close ties between the European Union and Israel. The Forum was initiated by the European Union in consultation with the Government of Israel and inaugurated in Jerusalem in 1999. The Forum is governed by a board consisting of business people, academicians, officials and media figures from Israel and Europe. The underlying belief guiding the Forum activities is that deepening European-Israeli links is in Israel’s as well as in Europe’s interest.
The Israel Institute of Petroleum and Energy
In appreciation for their support towards the session on Energy Policies
The Israel Institute of Petroleum and Energy was established in 1964, for the purpose of advancing and enhancing the technological and economical knowledge of petroleum and energy in Israel. All the large energy and infrastructure companies in Israel are members of the Institute. The Institute’s professional activity includes an information center, professional committees, testing and research lab, water pollution by fuels prevention department, education center and courses and seminars on petroleum and energy.
Oil Refineries Limited; Paz Petroleum Company Limited; Delek The Israel Fuel Corporation Limited; Sonol Israel Limited; Alon Dor Group Israel Oil Company Limited; Petroleum and Energy Infrastructures Limited

Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Tel Aviv

Friedrich Ebert Stiftung Foundation in Israel
The Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES) is a non-profit organization with its roots in the German and international social democracy. The FES Office in Israel contributes to enhancing German/European - Israeli relations, promoting peaceful coexistence between Israel and its neighbors, and strengthening Israeli civic society.

Ministry of Social Affairs
THE CORPORATE SPONSORS

Siemens Israel
Siemens Israel is the local arm of Siemens AG. The company combines the tradition, quality and the capabilities, which were accumulated over 156 years according to the local market’s needs. Siemens Israel is mainly active in the fields of Power Generation and Distribution, Automation and Control, Transportation, Information and Communication and Medical Solutions.

The Association of Banks in Israel
The Association of Banks in Israel is the umbrella organization of the various banks operating in Israel: commercial, mortgage and investment banks.

AFCON Team (Lockheed Martin, General Dynamics, Izar)

Lockheed Martin
Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, Lockheed Martin employs about 130,000 people worldwide and is principally engaged in the research, design, development, manufacture and integration of advanced technology systems, products and services. The Corporation reported 2002 sales of $26.6 billion.

General Dynamics
Headquartered in Falls Church, Virginia, General Dynamics is engaged in business aviation, mission-critical information systems and technologies, shipbuilding and marine systems and land and amphibious combat systems and employs approximately 67,000 people worldwide.

Izar
IZAR, Spain, is a leading ship designer and integrator with more than 270 years of experience in naval construction.
Israel Aircraft Industries (IAI) Ltd.
Israel Aircraft Industries (IAI) Ltd. is the largest Aerospace and Electronics company in Israel which deals with the engineering, development and manufacturing of corporate jets, upgrading and reinforcement of military and civilian planes, conversion of passenger to cargo planes, manufacturing of parts, development and manufacturing of satellites, and designing new weapons, radars, electrical and electro-optical systems as well as other advanced technological systems. The company employs over 14,000 workers, has annual revenue exceeding $2 billion and backlog orders exceeding $4.5 billion, and is active in more than 90 countries.

Rafael Armament Development Authority Ltd.
Rafael Armament Development Authority Ltd. designs, develops, manufactures and supplies a wide range of advanced defense systems. These leading edge products include naval, air and ground precision guided weapons, electro-optical systems, Electronic Warfare (EW) Systems, Command Control, Communication, Computers and Intelligence (C^{3}I) Systems, acoustic defense systems and armored protection systems.

Elbit Systems Ltd.
Elbit Systems is a leading defense electronics company, engaged in a wide range of defense related and homeland security programs for the IDF and for customers worldwide. The company's activities encompass the areas of aerospace, land and naval systems, advanced electro-optic technologies and command, control, communications, computers and intelligence (C^{3}I) systems and programs.

Elisra Group
Elisra Group, at the forefront of technology, develops and provides highly advanced superior solutions to armed forces and security organizations all over the world. Elisra Group’s EW, INTELLIGENCE, COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATION systems are integrated within dozens of manned and unmanned platforms for effective protection against variety of threats.
Tadiran Communications Ltd.
Tadiran Communications Ltd. is recognized for its advanced, field proven communications solutions for the modern battlefield. More than four decades of experience support it’s ranking among world leaders in its field, with equipment and systems deployed with the Israel Defense Forces, and military organizations of over 50 nations. The company shows impressive and continuous financial growth.

The Central Bottling Company Ltd.
The Central Bottling Company Ltd. (CBC), is a private Israeli company which holds the Coca-Cola franchise for Israel. Established in 1967, CBC is now among the ten largest Coca-Cola single-plant bottling facilities in the world. In 1987 the company switched to a full pre-sale + tele-sale system, enabling intensive growth due to a high level of service and a large product portfolio. With an annual turnover of around USD 350 million, the company and its subsidiaries today control some 70% of the Israeli carbonated beverage market and around 50% of the soft drink market in the country, including juices, water and carbonated soft-drinks, as well as around 30% of the beer market. Israel is 6th in the world in per capita consumption of Coca-Cola franchise products.

NDS Technologies Israel Ltd.
NDS, a News Corporation company headquartered in the UK, is a leading supplier of open end-to-end digital pay TV solutions for secure delivery of entertainment and information to television set-top boxes and IP devices. Over 36 million subscribers use our secure conditional access systems worldwide.

Ampa Ltd.
Omnitech

Omnitech a subsidiary of the “Team Computers” group is a known public company that has over twenty-four years of experience. The company has 200 skilled employees including 120 technicians and system administrators. Omnitech specializes in technical integrative solutions: advanced hardware, operating systems, and projects, including IBM, DELL, ViewSonic, ChipPc, Microsoft, Novell, Citrix, and Linux products.

MIRS Communications

A leading provider of advanced communications solutions for IDF, Israel security and emergency forces, for routine activities and in emergency situations.
THE COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS

The Israel Electric Corporation (IEC)
The Israel Electric Corporation (IEC) was founded in 1923 by Pinchas Rutenberg, who became its first managing director. During its 80 years of activity, which began even before the establishment of the State of Israel, the company has laid the entire infrastructure of the electricity sector. The IEC generates, transmits and distributes electricity, and is responsible for supplying reliable, efficient electricity at a reasonable price to the nation at all times.
The company is subject to the Electricity law, and operates under the auspices of the Israel Public Utility Authority (PUA). The IEC recorded revenues of NIS 12.2 billion in 2002, which is a 9% increase over the previous year. Gross profits for the year reached NIS 5.2 billion, 0.6 billion more then in 2001. The company's output per employee continued to be among the highest in Israeli industry.

IBM
IBM is the world's largest information technology company, with 80 years of leadership in helping businesses innovate. IBM offers a wide range of services, solutions and technologies that enable customers, large and small, to take full advantage of the era of e-business on demand.

The Municipality of Herzliya

IDF Radio

General Electric Power Systems
GE Power Systems is one of the world’s leading suppliers of technology to the energy industry with 2002 revenues exceeding $22 billion. Providing a comprehensive range of solutions in the oil and gas industry, core power generation technologies, and energy management systems we are uniquely prepared to fulfill world demand for reliable, clean and efficient energy.
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